Infants' recognition of contour-deleted figures.
Infants' recognition of contour-deleted figures was investigated in four experiments using a habituation procedure. The results indicate that 12-month-old infants could recognize line drawings of figures that were missing 33%, 50%, or even as much as 66% of their contour. This was so whether the contour-deleted versions were used on habituation or on test: Intact figures were recognized after habituation to contour-deleted exemplars, and in most cases contour-deleted ones were recognized after habituation to the intact figure. The single failure appeared to be due to difficulty in discriminating between two extremely impoverished test stimuli. Findings from the final experiment, in which infants recognized complements of contour-deleted stimuli but not scrambled versions, suggested that they fill in the gaps of the contour-deleted figures so as to create a figural whole.